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There are few operational guidelines available for grain managers

to predict drying behaviour of a bulk of wheat ventilated with
near-ambient air on a year-to-year basis. A sample of historical
weather data ( 1953-80) f or IVinnipeg, Canad.a, was used to simulate
the drying behaviour. To study the variability of the time for
the drying front to pass completely through the top of the bulk,
simulations for each weather year were stopped when the d.rying

front reached the 3rd,  Lh and sth layers and then, for each

case, drying was completed using all zB years of historical
weather data. only recommended d.esign airflow rates for near-
ambient drying rrere studied. Temperature rises of the

ventilation air as it passes over the fan and motor comparable to
actual fan data were simulated. An estimate of the time for the
top-layer to dry can be made within a 10 d range can be made when

the drying front has progressed to the midpoint of the bulk. An

increasingly accurate estimate of the time for the drying-front
to pass completely through the top of the bulk can be made for
increasing bed depth, moisture content, or delaying harvest to
September 15. An accurate estimate of the time for the bulk to
reach an average moisture content of 14.5% (wet basis) could only
be made if the temperature rise of the vent iration air was

greater than 3.70c. For a given drying system there is a maximum

rate of drying and when the drying rate is reduced during periods

of "poor" drying, the time lost cannot be recovered during
periods of "good" drying. Near-ambient grain drying systems may
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FIGURE 2.L Moisture migration in stored graín is 11
caused by differences in vapour partial pressure
and natural convect ion currents (---*) . Part ia1
pressure gradients are paral1e1 with temperature gradients
(- 

- -). 
The result is a region of above average

moisture content (-) . (Muir , I9'73)

FIGURE 2.2 Ventilation of a grain bulk creates a
temperature front and a drying front.
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deviation ("') of the ambient aír, based on 28 years of
historical weather data for Winnipeg, decreases during the
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as the amount of additional moisture the ambient air
could hold if saturated with moisture.

FIGURE 2.5 Simulated spoilage indices for 10 imaginary L6
layers of grain stored August 15, 1977 in lVinnipeg aL
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an airflow rate of 10 (L/s)/n' in which the probability
of drying the top-layer by November 15 is 100%.

FIGURE 2.6 The equilibrium moisture content of grain aL
a particular relative humidity is greater for grain
losing moisture than grain gaining moisture (Muir,
r973) .

FIGURE 2.7 Cumulative distributions of bin-average
moisture contents when drying of the top of a bulk has
been completed based on 33 years of weather dala at
Winnipeg, Manitoba, for wheat harvested at an initial
moisture content of 19% wet mass basis on August 15
( "') , September 1 (-¡ and 15 (- -) and dried with
near-ambient air at required minimum airflows of 15, 73
and 3O (L/s)/n' (Kitson et â1., I99I).

FIGURE 2.8 Cumulative distributions of bin-average
moisture content when drying of the top of a bulk has
been completed based on 33 years of weather data aL
Winnipeg, Manitoba, for wheat harvested on September 1

aL an init ia1 moisture content of L6 ( ,..) , L9 (_) and
22% (- - -) wet mass basis and dried with near-ambient
air aL pequired minimum airflows of 10, 13 and 40
(L/s) /nl (Kitson et ã1. , 1991) .
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FIGURE 2.9 Cumulative distribut
top of a bulk of wheat based
daLa aL Winnipeg, Manitoba,
initial moisture content of
August 15 ("'), September 1

dried with near-ambient, air
airflows of 15, 13 and 30 (
1991).

FIGURE 2.70 Cumulative distributions of time to dry the
top of a bulk of wheat based on 33 years of weather
data aL Winnipeg, Manitoba, for wheat harvested on
September 1 at an initial moisture content of 16 ("'),
19 (-) and 22% (- - -) wet mass basis and dried with
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are (a) the maximum daily temperatures for the fa11 of
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and dry (...) days, (b) the standard deviations, and
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

Grain storage managers in Western Canada are faced with the

challenge of maintaining good grain quality in times of

increasing financial restraint. Good grain quality can be

maintained if freshly harvested grain is dried and kept cool.

Drying and cooling are normally done by forcing air through the

grain bulk using a ventilation fan and motor. The air picks up

moisture from the grain as it passes through the bulk. Moisture

can also be added to dried grain during periods of high humidity.

Lack of financial resources may limit the ability of the

manager to purchase proper storage equipment. Many grain storage

managers operate ventilation fans without a control device, such

as a computer. A computer can provide greater control over the

drying and rewetting of grain. Even with a simple continuous-

ventilation strategy, operational management guidelines for the

purposes of managing grain quality and minimizing operation costs

are often insufficient or unavailable. In addition, the chosen

graindryingsystemoftenoperatesbeyonddesi8n1imits.That

is, a farmer may operate a particular ventilation fan with an

over-fi11ed or under-fi11ed bin.

A software package, GRAINB9, which can be used for design of

grain drying systems is available to grain storage managers

through the Manitoba Department of Agriculture (Huminicki et ã1,

1986) . The GRAINB9 requires considerable time ( in the order of

minutes) to analyze a particular design. Systems which may

1



require fans and motors placed in series cannot be simulated.

GRAINB9 presents an expected range of final drying times but no

information is presented on drying system performance while

drying is in progress.

The variability or unpredictability of drying performance is

greatest when the bulk is first stored. For an increasing amount

of initial drying, that is, the longer the bulk has been dried,

then an increasingly accurate estimate can be made of tine

required to completely dry the bu1k. Grain storage management

may be improved by providing managers such estimates in the form

of operational guidelines. By monitoring drying performance and

using estimates of final drying time, the grain storage manager

would know in advance when to turn off the drying equipment,

whether drying would be completed before the end of the fa11

drying period, and whether there is a risk of grain spoilage. To

develop estimates of f inal drying times for grain drying systenrs,

many grain drying simulations were carried out for several

initial storage conditions and a wide range of weather

conditions.

L.2 Objectives and scope

The goals of this research were:

(1) to develop a met,hod of generating synthetic weather

daLa which would be used in simulating grain drying,

(2) to determine the sensitivity of near-ambient drying

systems to variations in weather, and

(3) to determine the feasibility of using estimations of

2



final drying times required to completely dry a bulk of

wheat as an aid in the management of grain drying.

the scope of this study was to develop distributions for the

times required to completely dry a bulk of wheat ventilated

continuously with the recommended airflow rates required to

achieve a 10O% probability of drying by November 15 (Friesen and

Huminicki, L987). Interrupted ventilation, and non-desi.gn

scenarios, such as storage systems with airflow rates above and

below the recommended 1eve1s, were not studied. Other management

strategies, such as adding supplemental heat to vent,ilation air,

humidistat control of ventilation equipment, or timer control,

were not studied. The validity of the grain drying model has

been examined by other researchers (Bowden et â1., 1983;

Sanderson et ãI., 1989) and will be only briefly reviewed.

Operational economics, including capital and grain quality costs,

were not studied. Fan and motor operational costs, however, may

be inferred from the results of the study. The methods used for

this study were incorporated into a computer program so they

might be used or modified by future researchers who wish to

develop operational guidelines for a larger range of drying

systems.

This research is

expert system for the

systems. The expert

user with

( 1 ) operational

part of a long-term plan to develop an

day-to-day management of grain storage

system, when completed, will provide the

guidelines on monitoring the grain bulk for

't¿



(2) an up-to-date quality assessment of the bulk,

drying progress and spoilage,

(3) "1ook-ahead" knowledge such as risk of spoilage and the

likelihood of drying by November 15, and

(4) alternative actions which can be taken if the drying

performance does not meet the grain manager's needs.

Unlike GRAINB9, the expert system will continuously evaluate the

particular storage situation for the storage manager.

4
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2.

LIÎERATURE REVIETII

1 Introduction

Discussed below will be the changes in grain quality which

can occur with time if grain is stored in an unventilated grain

bin. The minor influence of ambient weather conditions on

temperatures and moisture contents of an unventilated grain bulk

will also be discussed, which will demonstrate the need for near-

ambient grain drying equipment as a means of controlling grain

quality. The discussion below will also show that results from

research into the design of near-ambient dryíng systems have

limited use in the day-to-day operation of drying systems.

A near-ambient grain drying model was used for this study

and the validity of the computer model will be reviewed. To

simulate grain drying under many weather conditi"ons, synthetic

weather daLa was required. Weather models have been developed by

other researchers but are valid only under certain conditions.

The statistical tests used to determine whether Winnipeg weather

could be used in such models will be reviewed.

2,2 Grain quality changes during storage

The purpose of this section is to describe the changes which

can occur in a grain bulk when the environment is not properly

controlled by man. There is a natural tendency for the grain to

be deEraded by microorganisms and insects if the grain storage

environment is not controlled.

A storage bin filled with wheat can be considered an

ecosystem (Sinha, 1973). An ecosystem contains living plant and
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animal organisms which interact wíth each other and the

environment to distribute energy through definite flow patterns

(i.e. food web). The energy source in the stored-grain ecosystem

is the stored grain. Abiotic variables include temperature and

moisture content of the grain, intergranular air composition,

insecticides and fumigants, and weather conditions. Biotic

variables include microorganisms, such as fungi and bacteria;

insects and mites; birds and rodents; and the living kernels of

grain. If the conditions are right for increased fungal

development, then the grain may spoil rapidly. storage times for

wheat depend on its temperature and moisture content (Table 2.L).

By controlling the temperature and moisture content of the

grain, biotíc variables may be controlled. Canada's most common

insect pests develop within certain temperature ranges ( 15 to

400c) beyond which they cannot survive (Sinha , rg73). rf stored
grain is ventilated with cold aiî, then ínsect pest development

can be reduced or populations eliminated, depending on the time

of exposure (Table 2.2, from Friesen and Huninicki, L9B7). The

grain mite, Acarus siro, requires a hish relative humidity and a

temperature range of 5 to 320c with the optimum being zo to 2}ac

(Sinha, 1973). Temperatures of -180C held for 1 week will ki11

all developmental stages of the grain mite except the hypopus

stage (Mi11s, 1990). Therefore, cold temperatures can be used to

prevent or eliminate most insect or mite infestations.

Although cold temperatures cannot eliminate fungal

infections, fungal development can be slowed or stopped (wa11ace,

6



TABLE 2.1 Storage period (days) of wheat for various moisture
contents and temperatures after which seed germination
decreases below 85%. (Wal1ace et â1. , 1983)

Moisture content Temperature
(% weL basis) ("C)

12.7-12.9
14.4-75.2
15.9-16.6
17.3-18. 5
2L .3-22 .2

180+ 180+ 180+ 180+ 60+
180+ 180+ 180+ L32+ 42+
180+ 180+ 126+ 36-48 15-20
1BO+ 120+ 40-50 L2-IB 4-B
40-60 LO-20 6-9 4-6 r-2

TABLE 2.2 - Grain temperatures (0C) and duration of exposure
(weeks) required to ki11 insect-pests in stored grain
(Friesen and Huminicki, 1987).

Grain tenperature (0C) Duration (weeks)

10 15 21

-5
-10
-15

29

6
4
ôz



1973). Mesophiles, which includes most species of fungi, require

temperatures from 5 to 450C for development. Some species of

Penicilli.um are psychrophiles, that is, fungi which will develop

in cold temperatures (-B to 300C). Thermophiles, including some

species of Penicillium and Aspergillus can develop in relatively

hot environments. Most fungi require moist conditions (82-1OO%

relative humidity) for development, but some species of

Aspergillus can also develop in grain aL moisture contents in

equilibrium with relative humidities of less than B0%.

The grain storage manager cannot rely on cold and dry

weather to naturally cool and dry stored grain. An unventilated

grain mass stored in a grain bin is relatively unaffected by

fluctuations in ambient weather condit ions because of the 1ow

thermal diffusivity of grain (Muir, 1973). Diurnal fluctuations

affect only grain lemperatures within 15 cm of the outer surface

of the bulk (Muir, L97O) . The temperature at the center of an

unventilated grain mass does vary with seasonal temperatures but

does not reach the ambient extremes. In addition, a considerable

delay occurs, in the order of months depending on the bulk

dimensions, as the temperature aL the center of the grain mass

responds to the ambient air temperatures. For example, in a

5.5-m diameter cylindrical bin in Kansas, wheat 2.44 m from the

bin wal1 varied from 10 to 1B0C while the average ambient outside

air temperature varied from 0 to 300C (Converse et ãL. , Lg6g) .

The time difference between the maximum grain temperat,ure and

maximum seasonal temperature was 150 d.
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The moisture content of grain aL the top surface of an

unventilated bulk will change sliehtly with relative humidity

fluctuations but not enough to dry the bu1k. Sinha et aI. (1985)

reported that after 2O2 days the moisture content in the top 0.7

m of a 3.5 m deep bin of wheat, stored August 31 at L9% moisture

content wet basis (w.b.), dropped by L%. After 286 days of

storage (June 11), the moisture content in the top 0.35 m, the

10th layer, had dropped to approximately 15.5%, and the moisture

content in the 0.35 m below the top layer, or the 9th layer, had

dropped to approximately 16.5% moisture content. The remaining B

layers had moisture contents similar to the initial storage

amounts.

initial moisture content, then moisture migration can occur which

can increase the risk of spoilage in a 1ocal region of the bu1k.

In Canada, the "dry" market moisture content of wheat, set by the

Even if an unventilated bulk has been stored at a 1ow

Canadian Grain Commission, is 14.5% weL basis (w.b.). In the

fal1 and winter, pockets of moisture contents above the bin-

average can form in the center, near the top surface, of the bul

(Muir, L973) . One theory suggests moisture migration is a resul

of differences in partial pressures of water vapour within the

bulk, and natural convection currents created by temperature

differentials within the bulk (Muir, 1973). For a grain bulk

initially with uniform moisture content distribution throughout,

the partial pressure of the water vapour in the air decreases as

the temperature decreases. This creates partial pressure

9
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gradients para11e1 with the temperature gradients. Therefore,

moisture will migrate from warm grain to cool grain to equalíze

partial pressures. A1so, during t,he cool fa11 and winter,

denser, cool air near the outer periphery of the bulk will tend

t,o move downward and force the warmer air in the center of the

bulk upward, âs seen in Figure 2.L.

approaches the cool grain near the top surface, rroisture is

sorbed from the air by the cool grain. Muir (L973) cites work of

other researches which tends to support this theory. Another

theory supported by experimental results (Reed, L992) suggests

moisture migration is dominantly a result of moisture diffusion

along partial pressure gradients. Results indicate that moisture

accumulates evenly at the top surface of the bulk and not at the

top near t,he center.

Typically, when the grain bulk begins to spoil, a hot-spot

develops in the location of the higher moisture content.

Increased moisture content may lead to mould growth, resulting in

a temperature increase. This increase in temperature may promote

reproduction of insects and mites which in turn can further

increase the temperature and moisture content.

As the warm, moist air

To avoid moisture migration, the bulk can be periodically

aerated to remove temperature gradients. The airflow rates used

for aeration (1-3 (L/s)/n3) are lower than those for near-ambient

drying ( >10 (L/s)/n3). Aeration can also be used to cool

freshly harvested grain to reduce the risk of spoilage. Little

moisture is removed during aeration.

10
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The discussion in this section shows the importance of

controlling grain temperature and moisture content in maintaining

grain qualíty. Air must be forced through the bulk because

penetration of ambient air is limited to the periphery of the

bulk and the thermal diffusivity of grain is low.

2,3

¿. ,5.

Management strategies for maint,aining stored grain quality
1 Near-ambient grain drying

Grain harvested in lVestern Canada can have a higher moisture

confent than the required "dry" market moisture content of 14.5%.

As we11, undesirable grain temperatures, above the ambient air

temperature, are often present (Prasad et â1., 1978). As

discussed earlier, temperature and relative humidity fluctuations

of the ambient air have litt1e effect on the overall bulk

temperature and moisture content. Therefore, to maintain the

quality of stored grain, action is often required to reduce

either grain moisture content, grâín temperature, or both.

One common technique of drying the stored grain is to force

near-ambient air upward through the grain mass using a fan and

motor. "Near-ambient" refers to the slight increase in

ventilation air temperature and slight decrease in air relative

humidity as energy is added to the air as it passes over the

ventilation fan and motor. As near-ambient air is forced up

through the bottom of a grain bulk, upward-moving drying and

temperature fronts pass through the bulk (Figure 2.2). Above the

drying front the grain is near the initial storage moisture
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content and is susceptible to deterioration. Below the drying

front the grain temperature and moisture content are in

equilibrium with the inlet ventilation air. As weather

conditions change during ventilation, additional drying and

temperature fronts may develop in the bulk.

The development of the temperature and drying fronts can be

explained by psychometrics. If the grain is warm and moist

compared with the ventilation air, then, during adiabatic drying

aL the drying front, evaporative cooling of the air takes place

(Phase A-B in Figure 2.3). Phase B-C shows the air remaining in

constant moisture equilibrium but coming into temperature

equilibrium as it passes through the temperature front.

In Western Canada, near-ambient drying is not effective

after November 15 because of the decreasing mean drying potential

of the ambient air (Figure 2.4). Drying potential is a function

of dry bulb temperature and relative humidity and is defined as

the theoretical moisture carrying capacit,y of the ambient air if

it ìvere to be saturated with moisture. If spoilage is not a risk

and drying will not be completed by November 15, then the

remaining drying can be completed in the spring

The strategy in continuous near-ambient ventilation is to

move the drying front through the top of the bulk before spoilage

occurs. In Canada, the top of the bulk is more susceptible to

unacceptable levels of spoilage than grain in lower portions of

the bulk during ventilation (Figure 2.5).
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2,3.2 Monitoring drying progress and grain quality

As mentioned earlier, the two main causes of grain quality

loss are mould growth and insect infestation. Because

development of these two agents are dependent on moisture content

and temperature of the grain, then these physical properties must

be monitored and controlled by the grain storage manager so

quality losses can be minimized.

Temperature sensors can be used to monitor the progress of

the drying front during venlilation (Sanderson et â1., 19BB) or

the development of any hotspots in the bulk during periods of no

ventilation. As mentioned earlier, the ventilation air undergoes

evaporative cooling as it passes through the drying front. If

temperature readings are taken at regular time intervals, then

the grain storage manager should be able to locate the drying

front without having to sample the grain. Otherwise, grain

samples will be required to detect the moisture front. The

moisture content of the grain samples collected by usint a

torpedo probe (Mills, 7990) can be determined by using an

electronic moisture meter, or by an oven-drying method.

In an unventilated bulk, detection of a hotspot depends on

the proximity of the temperature sensor to the actual location of

the hotspot. Since the thermal diffusivity of grain is 1ow, a

temperature sensor not in close proximity to the hotspot may fail

to detect a 1oca1 temperature rise.

Several methods are available to determine quality loss from

mould. Mould growth can be detected by the grain storage manager
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using visual and olfactory inspection of wheat sampled from the

bulk; however, quality loss may have already occurred. Seed

germination decreasing below 85% is a reliable indicator of

spoilage (IVa11ace et al., 1983). Growth of storage fungi,

increase in fat acidity value (FAV), increase in "musty" odour

and discolouration, and changes in grade are not as effective in

detecting spoilage except in hish moisture wheat because spoilage

might occur before these changes are observed. When long-chain

fat molecules, normally found in kernels, are broken down by

mould exoenzyme activity (Wa11ace, L973) or kernel respiration,

the resulting product is free fatty acids. The FAV is used by

researchers to determine the deterioration of quality in the

grain. In unventilated bins, elevated carbon dioxide levels may

provide the storage manager with a more accurate assessment of

deterioration than the other indicators mentioned above (White et

ã1., L982; Muir et â1., 1985i Mi11s, I99O).

Insect infestations can be detected by measuring CO, and

temperature, or by inserting insect traps into the bulk (Mi11s,

1990). The trap is a sma11 tube with perforations which a11ows

insects to fal1 into the trap but does not a11ow them to escape.

The ability to detect an ínfestation with an insect trap depends

on the location of t,he trap in relation to the aîea of

infestation (usually in a hot-spot). As well, the trap does not

provide instantaneous detection. Alternatively, if a grain

sample is available, placing the sanple on a mesh in a funnel and

subjecting the sample to heat will drive any insects from the
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sample to a container below the funnel

detection in 24 h. Again, the ability

infestation depends on the location in

sample was taken.

2.4

2.4.1

Near-anbient drying models

valuable technique in maintaining good quality of stored grain.

Because of the importance of thj.s technique, computer models were

developed so researchers could study near-ambient drying rapidly

and inexpensively. A computer model is included in GRAINB9 which

is used by grain storage managers to desígn drying systems. A

computer model was also used in this study to develop estimations

of final drying times.

Near-equilibriun drying model

As has been discussed above, near-ambient drying is a

(Mi11s, 1990 ) allowing for

to detect an insect

the bin from which the

There are several drying models available which can be used

to simulate the near-ambient drying of wheat stored in a deep

bed. Thompson's (1972) near-equilibrium model and Ingram's

(L976) thin-layer drying model will be discussed in general

terms. The mathematical theory will not be discussed; however, a

comparison of each model's predictions with experimental results

will be reviewed.

The grain mass in a cylindrical bin can be conceptualized as

a set of horizontal layers of grain. The near-equilibrium model

typically uses 10 imaginary layers (Huminicki et aL., 1986) while

the thin-layer model uses 30 (Ryniecki and Ne11ist, 1991b). Both
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types of models calculate the moisture content and temperature

changes in each layer for a smal1 time increment, usually 1 to 3

h. Based on the initial temperature and moisture content of an

imaginary 1ayer, and the rate, temperature and relative humidity

of air entering the imaginary 1ayer, the changes in moisture

content and temperature of both the aír and grain during the time

increment are calculated. The new grain conditions in the

imaginary layer are used for calculating the changes in the next

time increment. The coditions throughout the time interval are

assumed constant and then change instantly al the end of the

interval. The air exitine the layer is the inlet air to the next

layer.

The near-equilibrium model developed by Metzger and Muir

(1983), which is based on the work of Thompson (1972), assumes

the vent i lat ion air reaches moisture equi 1 ibrium wi t,h the

individual layer of grain. The Modified Henderson equation

(Anon., L987)

RH = 1 - exp{ -a'(T+b)(100'M)c}

is a commonly used expression for relating the equilibrium

relative humidity, RH, to temperature, T, and moísture content

M, of the grain. The constants a, b and c vary for different

cereal grains. It is also assumed that the heat and mass

transfer between the grain and air is adiabatic.

The model of Thompson (1972) and Metzger and Muir (1983)

assume the layers are sufficiently thick for the air to reach

equilibrium and in average conditions are sufficiently precise

20



That is, the thicker the imaginary layers or the lower the air

velocity the more probable the assumption that the air reaches

equilibrium with the grain. During periods of high humidity or

low temperatures, or drying with 1ow airflows, the rate of mass

transfer will be low, which Bloome and Shove (L971) refer to as

near-equilibrium conditions. Bloome and Shove state that

empirical models have difficulty in simulating near-equilibrium

heat and mass transfer, and that simulating such conditions can

be successfully completed with a near-equilibrium mode1.

The near-equilibríum model of Morey et a1. (1979 ) assumes

the grain is unlikely to come ín moisture equilibrium with the

ambient air because the rate of moisture transfer from the kernel

is the limiting factor. The time increment, dt, ín their model,

as with Metzger and Muir's, is in the order of hours to include

the diurnal fluctuations. Bowden et a1. (1983) describes the

change in moisture content as

-t i+
Ml = (Mi - Mr) e^'u * Me

where M, is the equilibrium moisture content of the layer for the

ambient air conditions; M, is the final moisture content of the

layer for the interval dt; Mi is the initial moisture content of

the layer; and k is the drying constant. The drying constant is

given by

where T is the

which vary for

grain temperature, oC; and a, and

different cereals. The effect of
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humidity is not significant for wheat and similar drying

coefficients have been reported when corn is dried using

different airflow rates (Henderson and Pabis, 196I) . The drying

constant, k, for barley equals 0.0617 h-l at 200C and decreases

with temperature (Bowden et aI.,7983). At 2O0C the grain

moisture content would be 0. 94Mi+0. 06Me af ter t h, 0. B3Mi+0 . I7't¡.e

after 3 h, and O,zzllli+O.7BMe after 24 h. A similar drying rate

would be likely for wheat. During periods of grain rewetting

Morey et. al. (L979), and Metzger and Mui.r (1983) assume the aír

reaches moisture equilibrium with the grain.

In the near-equilibrium model, mass and energy balances are

maintained for the layer (Thompson, 1972). Moisture balance is

given by

where H is absolute humidity ratio IkS*u¿rr/k8dry ,ir]i M is dry basis

moisture content tl; r is dry grain bulk density [ks/m3]; x is

the layer thickness Imj ; G is the mass airf 1ow ll+.e/nT/sl; and dt

is the time increment of the model [s]. Bnergy balance is given

by

(Hf - Ho) = (Mr - Mo) 
ä

Gu(c, + crHo)(Tr,o Tu,f) = r(c, + c*Mo)(Tg,f tr,o)(dx/dt),

where c is specific heat lJ/ke/0C1; dx is the thickness of the

layer [m] ; a for ambient air; v for air vapour; o for inítial;

for final; g for grain; and w for water ín the grain.

Metzger and Muir's (1983) model has been modified to include

hysteresis during moisture sorption (Sanderson et a1. 1989). For
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any temperature, grain that is gaining

different equilibrium moisture content.

moisture, âs seen in Figure 2.6. This

studied by many researchers but no one

accepted. A literature review on this

Parry (1985) and will not be repeated

relative humidify offset of 5% is appl

calculations to account for hysteresis

model.

the temperature rise as the inlet air passes over the fan and

motor. (For more discussion of this theory, see Appendix 4.1.)

GRAINB9 can use temperature data for a specific manufacturer's

fan and does not require t,he "generic" temperature rise model.

Sanderson et a1. (1989) compared their near-equilibrium

Fundamental thermodynamic principles are used to calculate

moisture will have a

than grain that is losing

hysteresis effect has been

theory has been commonly

topic can be found in

here. An equilibrium

ied to the equilibrium

in the near-equilibrium

model predictions wit,h experimental results. They concluded that

t,he near-equilibrium model was sufficiently accurate to predict

temperature and moisture content changes in the wheat stored with

initial moisture contents of less Lhan 25%. The average

difference between simulated and observed moisture contents was

less than 1% noisture content (m.c.) for bins stored with wheat

initially aL 2A% m.c. or less. The simulated bin-average

moisture content was sLightly greater than the observed because

of the model's tendency to underpredict the velocity of the

drying front.
Bowden et a1 ( 1983) also predicted a slower drying front
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velocity than observed but also reported initial development of

the drying front to be more rapid than observed.. As well, their

model predicted a shallower drying front than observed.

Simulated results compared well to observed results for wheat

initially stored aL less than 22% m.c. unlike predicted results

for wheat initially stored at greater than 25% m.c.

The hysteresis offset of 5% in relative humidity for

predicting moisture contents during moisture resorption was

adequate for rewetting up to 15% but not for rewetting greater

than 17% (Sanderson et ã7. , 1989).

2.4.2 thin-layer drying model

Thin-layer drying equations are based on the theory of

diffusion of moisture from a slab approximating the thickness of

a kernel (Ingram L976). Partial differential equations describe

the change in temperature and moisture content.

Bowden et a1. (1983) compared Ingram's (1976) thin-1ayer

model predictions with experimental results. The predicted width

of the drying front, velocity of the drying front, and moisture

content and temperature profiles compared well for all initial

moisture contents tested (21-28%). The Ingram model requires 5

to 7 times the computing time compared with the near-equi.librium

mode1.

2.4 ,3 Det,eriorat ion nodel

To model the deterioration of grain in each 1ayer, Fraser

and Muir (1981) included the method used by Thompson (L972) to

calculate a unitless spoilage index given by
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ASTEi = ASTEi_l + dtltsafe

where the allowable storage time elapsed (ASTE) for the current

time increment, i, of length dt is the sum of the ASTE for the

previous time increment, i-1, plus the fraction of the ASTE for

the current time increment. The fraction of the allowab1e

storage time elapsed (ASTE) for each time increment is equal to

the time increment divided by the a1lowable safe storage time

(Tab1e 2.1 in Section 2.1) for the particular grain conditions

during the time increment. For example, if the grain temperature

and moisture content are 150C and L6%, respectively, then the

al1owab1e storage time is 126 d. If the simulation time

increment is 3 h, then the fraction of the ASTE used in this

particular time increment would be 3/(126x24), or 0.001. For

each layer the ASTE fractions are accumulated from all time

increments until one layer's total ASTE equals one, at which time

the degree of spoilage of the grain is considered to be

unacceptable.

The deterioration model in GRAINB9 calculates a spoilage

index which is based on percent dry matter decomposition. As

with the ASTE model above, the fraction of spoilage for each time

increment is accumulated, however, spoilage index can be greater

than one. In the input file of GRAINB9, the maximum a1lowab1e

index indicating spoilage is 0.96. Sanderson et a7. (1989)

suggest the maximum al1owable spoilage index should be 1.5 to

accurately reflect the deterioration measured in their

experiments. The ASTE can be calculated by dividing the spoilage
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index by the maximum a11owable spoilage index.

During near-ambient drying, ASTE is greatest in layers near

the top which are the last to dry (Figure 2.5). Deterioration in

the lower layers is not a concern because the grain is quickly

cooled and dried during fal1 ventilation and because hotspots do

not occur in the bottom of the bu1k.

2.5 Design of grain drying systens

2.5.1 Continuous ventilation with near-ambient aír

strategy for all t,ypes of weather and the optimum strategy will

vary from year-to-year. Combinations of cold or hot temperatures

with wet or dry relative humidities vary with time creating a

wide range of weather scenarios. Although a particular grain

drying strategy may be well suited to a particular class of

weather scenarios, there is no way to predict specific weather

occurrences. For example, while it is known that during extended

cool, wet drying periods, supplemental heat would be beneficial

to increasing the rate of drying and reducing the time needed to

operate the drying equipment, during most other kinds of weather

supplemental heat would cause severe overdrying. Overdrying ís

an economic penalty the grain storage manager must pay if the

average moisture content of the bulk is less than the "dry"

market moisture content of 14.5%. Kitson et aL. (I99L) report

that even without supplemental heat overdrying normally occurs

during continuous ventilation (Figure 2.7-2.8) .

Although the scope of this study includes only continuous
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ventilation, other methods of grain drying will be reviewed

briefly. The purpose of the review is to stress the importance

of continuous ventilation as a commonly used strategy and to show

that development of an improved strategy to reduce overdrying and

energy costs has been difficult and as yet economically

unsuccessful. The main reason for the lack of economic success

appears to be the additional capital costs. Studies have shown

capital costs of drying equipment comprise much of the annual

cost of drying grain (Fraser and Muir, 19B0bt Manitoba

Agriculture, n.d. ).

Because the average velocity of the drying front depends

mainly on the airflow rate, minimum design airflow rates have

been developed for Manitoba which ensure drying before spoilage

occurs, âs seen in Table 2.3 (Fraser and Muir, 1981; Friesen and

Huminicki, 1987). Design guidelines were derived from many

computer simulations using the near-equilibrium grain drying

model developed by Metzger and Muir (1983), and 33 years of

historical weather daLa. The guidelines a11ow for the manager to

accept a lower probability of drying if desired (es. a specified

airflow rate wíl1 dry the bulk in 97 out of 10O years based on

simulations using historical weather data). The recommended

airflow rates and the simulation model have been incorporated

into GRAINB9 which is currently being used for the design of

drying systems in Manitoba (Huminicki et ãI. , 1986).

2.5.2 Other drying methods usint ventilat,ion fans

The addition of supplemental heat to the near-ambient
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TABLE 2.3 - Recommended
for wheat stored in
drying by November
1eve1 grain surface

Harvest date

August 15
September 1

September 15

minimum airflow requirements [(L/s ) /*31
Manitoba to have 100% probability of

15 using a ful1y perforated floor and a
(Friesen and Humi.nicki, L9B7)

Moisture content (% we1u basis)

1B

10
L2
2B

-ô

20
15
32

30



ventilation air has been investigated by Fraser and Muir ( 1980a

and 1980b) and Morey et aI. (1979). In general, addition of

supplemental heat does not offer an economic advantage for wheat

initially stored below 20 to 22% moisture content. Supplemental

heat increases the grain t,emperature and thus reduces the maximum

time for which the top layer can be stored before unacceptable

spoiling occurs. Because the temperature of the ventilation air

is higher compared with near-ambient drying, the storage time of

the grain is reduced. A1so, on the ceiling of the bin there is

condensation of water which in turn drips back onto the top

surface of the grain (Smith, I9B4; Morey et ã1., L979). A1so,

the ventilation air will have a higher drying potential and will

tend to overdry the grain. Friesen and Huminickí (L987)

recommend using supplemental heat only if it appears the grain

will not dry in the fal1 and if it is also to be sold before

spring.

Average drying of a bulk is an alternative to forcing the

drying front through the top layer of the bulk. Drying is

considered complete when the average moisture content of the bulk

reaches the "dry" level of L4.5%. The drying front in a

continuously ventilated bulk would progress partially through the

bu1k, then the fan and motor would be turned off, and the grain

would be mixed by moving to another bin. There are, however,

problems with this approach. Careful monitoring of the bin's

average moisture content requires many samples to be taken

repeatedly over short time intervals until the dry level is
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reached (Fraser and Muir, 1980b). An approximate 25% reduction

in operating costs could be made for wheat being continuously

ventilated, but costs of mixing would have to be added to this

estimate. The average-dry method assumes that the bulk can be

mixed perfectly. It is unlikely the bulk would be perfectly

mixed when turned. A grain stirrer could, however, be employed,

but studies with corn have shown a stirrer is not generally

economical (Loewer et a1. 1984).

Other strategies have been investigated, such as optimized,

computer control (Ryniecki and Ne11ist, 1989i Ryniecki and

Ne11ist, L997a: Ryniecki and Ne11ist, 1991b) . Preliminary

computer simulations predict a 33% reduction in mean energy costs

and 20% reduction in overdrying costs (Ryniecki et ã7., 1992).

The fan speed and amount of supplemental heat are varied by a

computer controller which tends to overdry the grain initially

but then fan speed is varied to bring all imaginary layers to the

"dry" moisture content of L4.5% (w.b.). At the end of the

process, overdrying losses are greatly reduced.

Complete system performance under actual conditions and a

final cost analysis, including the equipment, costs, have yet to

be completed. The availability and cost of the special equipment

(i.e. computer, fan speed controller, temperature and relative

humidity sensors) will 1ike1y determine the feasibility of

optimized control.

Less expensive programmable logic controllers (PLCs) have

been used successfully in rice storages in Australia (Darby,
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L992). The grain storage manager uses operation guidelines to

periodically reset the fan control parameters as rice or weather

conditions change.

2.5.3 Limitations with design studies

conditions introduces variability and uncertainty to the system

with which the grain storage manager must contend. Results of

simulations of a continuously ventilated bin of wheat using 33

years of weather data (Figure 2.9-2.IO) shows a wide range of

possible drying times (Kitson et àI., 1991),

The dependence of drying performance on fa11 weather

Evaluation of grain drying systems can be carried out with

several methods. Some researchers (Sokhansanj and Lischynski,

199L; Sokhansanj et àL. , 1991 ) have compared grain drying

strategies using a "typical weather year" while others (Ziauddin

and Liang, 1986) have advocated a "systems" approach for

evaluat,ion and comparison of strategies (i.e. application of

different types of equipment over a wide range of operating

conditions) using stochastic modellins. An "average" or

"typical" weaLher year is defined as the year having average

ambient conditions on an hourly basis determined from many years

of historical weather data (Kitson et â1. , I99I).

In either the "typical weather year" or "systems" approach,

the goal is to develop a general purpose drying method which can

be used for grain drying in spite of uncertainties in weather

conditions. Design studies do not provide any rnanagement

recommendations for the manager on how to manage operation of a
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drying system on a year-to-year basis or on a day-to-day basis.

Bven with continuous near-ambient ventilation there is a need for

operat ional guidel ines .

For the grain storage manager to better manage grain drying,

he must be able to predict the performance of a grain drying

system. Because of uncertainties in weather conditions, the

performance must be evaluated while drying is in progress. When

the graín storage manager has an accurate assessment of the

performance, a decision can be made as to whether the current

drying system meets his requirements that spoilage not occur and

drying is completed by a certain date.

To develop estimates of drying times when drying is in

progress requires many grain drying simulations. Only 28

historical weather years were available for this study. To

stochastically generate final drying times a weather model would

be needed which generated synthetic weather data.

2.6 Stochastic nodelling

2.6.1 Definitions
Because of uncertainty and variability in a time-dependent

process, such as weather, a stochastic or probabilistic model can

be used to forecast or predict the behaviour of a process (Box

and Jenkins, I976). A regression model describing how y varies

with t, coupled with a model describing the random error about

the regression model may be used to describe a process (Figure

2.11). The random error is usually presented as a residual

series. That is, the re8ression nodel is removed from the
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FIGURE 2.LL - A stochastic or probabilistic process can be
described by a regression model and random error model. The
regression model is the natural mean 1eve1 of the process
which describes the change in some property y as a function
of time, t. The random error model describes the variance
about the regression mode1. It is assumed in this figure
the probability density function is the same for all t.

Regression
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observations to isolate the random fluctuations. If the process

fluctuates about a natural mean 1eve1, then the process is

stationary. For example, weather would be a stationary process

because the seasonal mean levels are known, but agricultural

commodity prices would be non-stationary because there is no

known natural mean.

Correlation coeffi.cients are used to describe the strength

of the relationship between elements of the random process. The

estimated lag-k correlation coefficient for all times, t = 1..N,

between random elements z¿ and zfik, separated by k time

intervals, is defined as:

rk = cy/cg (2.1)

where ck, the estimated 1ag-k autocovariance, or spread about the

mean between z, and z*k, is defined as:

Àr-k
cr = å )ì (", - 2) (zr*r - 2) (z.z)N r,,-J ç

where t=7

J\T

z=åF z-
NL¿ L

t=L (2.3)

If an element of the random process is a function of

previous elements, then the model is autoregressive. That is,

the current value of the random element is regressed on previous

values of itself. The current value of the process, z+, can be

expressed as an order-p linear function

zL=wFl_L+*,"t"_Z* **prt_p*at (2.4)

where wr, *2, .¡., wp are weights and a, is a random shock. The
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random shock is produced by a white noise function.

white noise are time-independent, and the function

generates either a normal or uniform distribution.

A first-order autoregressive (Markov) process

zl= wrzr_, + a,

where -1 ( *l < 1 for the

autocorrelat ion f unct ion

equat ion

fr=r,k,k>0.
À1

A second-order autoregressive process may

zt= wlz¡"_I* *Zrt-Z* aL

where w, * wZ < 1, wl - w2 < 1, and -1 ( w2 < 1.

satisfy the second-order difference equation

rk = wl.k_l + w2r¡_2, k > O.

the weights wl and w2 can be determined from

rt( 1 ,Z)

(2. s)

process to be stationary. The

must satisfy the first-order difference

E1 ement s

typically

1q

wr=

of

For a stationary process, r, and r, must 1ie in Lhe region
t

-1 ( .l ( 1, -1 ( .i < 1, tl < 0.5(rZ + 1). Derivation of the

above models can be found in Box and Jenkins (L976).

2.6.2 lÍeather modelling

Much research has been done to deternine the effect of a

previous day's weather on the current day's weather (Gabriel and

Neumann, 1962; Matalas, L967; Stern and Coe, I9B4). A linear

3B

wz=

1 - 
'12

îz - '12

(2.6)

be expressed as

(2.7)

The function must

1-.12

(2. B)

(2 .e)

(2. LO)



first-order autocorrelation model, defined in the previous

section, compares well wit.h weather data representative of all

climatic regions in the United States (Richardson, 1981;

Richardson, 1982). If observed weather data fits the first-order

model, then a method for generating synthetic weather is

available (Richard.son, 1981). Weather models have been developed

which generate synthetic precipitation, temperature and solar

radiation data but not relative humidity daLa, which is required

for grain drying simulations. No weather models are available

which generate synthetic weather data for IVinnipeg.

the technique of Richardson (198f) can be used. First the

To test, whether observed weather fits a particular mode1,

seasonal mean (Figure 2.L2a) and standard deviation (Figure

2.LZb) for wet days (w) and dry days (d) are determined from

historical weather daLa. Richardson defines a wet day as having

O.2 mm or more of precipitation. Then the residual elements are

determined by

Xp,t =

¡vhere for the current day, i, and current year, p, x is the value

of t,he weather parameter, Y the precipitation, x¡ and o¡ are

the seasonal mean and standard deviation for day i, and Xp,l is

the residual va1ue. A residual series (Figure 2.L2c) has an

expected mean and standard deviation of 0 and 1, respectively,

while random model elements in the regression model discussed in
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the previous section (Figure 2.II) have an expected mean of 0 but

the standard deviation differs for each weather parameter (Box

and Jenkins, 1976). Normalization of weather data must be

carried out because the seasonal standard deviations differ for

wet and dry days.
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3 METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 Data requirements and simulat,ion procedures

The response of a bulk of wheat to synthetic and historical

weather data (1953-80) f or Winnipeg r,vas studied f or various

scenarios. The response was determined for three harvest dates

(August 15, September 1 and September 15), two harvest moisture

contents (18 and 2O%) and two bed depths (3.65 and 7.3O m). The

two bed depths rvere chosen on the basis of size of commercially

available storage bins (Huminicki and Friesen, I9B7). Depending

on the diameter of the bin, the minimum bin height available is 3

to 4 m. Recommended airflow rates, providing IOO% probability of

drying by November 15 for continuous ventilation (Friesen and

Huminicki, I9B7) for these harvest dates and moisture contents,

were used. The LOO% probability of drying is based on historical

weather daLa for Winnipeg for the years 1953-1985; however,

weather conditions may occur which will not ensure drying by

November 15. Therefore, the recommended airflow rates provide

near lOO% probability of drying. The airflow rates assume a LOO%

perforated floor and 1evel grain surface.

To study the variability in the time for the drying front to

pass completely through the top of the bulk using continuous

ventilation, simulations for each weather year Ìvere stopped when

the drying front reached 3, 4 and 5 tenths of the grain depth.

Then for each case the simulation was completed using aII 28

years of historical weather.

The output daLa captured from the computer simulations
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included the following:

the time the drying front reached each of the 10 imaginary

layers in the bu1k,

the percentage of simulations in which the top layer did not

dry by November 15,

the spoilage index of the top layer at the end of each

simulation,

the time for the bin-average moisture content to reach the

"dry" 1evel of 14.5% (w.b. )

3.2 Modifications to the near-equilibrium drying model

One modification to the model involved the determination of

the temperature rise as the ventilation air passed over the fan

and motor. The original model contained a unused routine which

calculated the temperature rise based on general thermodynamic

principles. Previous researchers had bypassed this routine so

temperature rise could be read in from an input file (Huminicki

et ãI. , L9B6) . I revised the prograrn to use the "generic"

temperature rise model and not the input fi1e. The numerical

models of deterioration, moisture content and temperature were

not modified.

The other modifications to the computer program involved the

input and output of data. These sections of the program were

relatively straight forward and easy to modify. The software was

modified to a11ow for a simulation to be stopped and restarted.

When a simulation was stopped on a particular fa11 date, the
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temperatures, firoisture contents, and deterioration indices for

all layers were written to an output file. When the simulation

was restarted, these data were read back into the model. A

simulation could be stopped and restarted as many times as

required.

An attempt was made to modify as 1itt1e as possible the

existing near-equilibrium grain drying model so as not to add

errors to the programming. Some simulations were completed to

verify that the modified model's output was unchanged compared

with the unmodified model's results.

Except for the maximum a11owable spoilage index and "dry"

moisture content, input parameters for the model (Tab1e 3.1) were

unchanged and were the same values as are in the publicly

available software package distributed by the Manitoba Department

of Agriculture (Huminicki et â1., 1986). A spoilage index of

1.5, as suggested by Sanderson et a1. (1989), was used. A "dry"

moisture content of 10% was chosen to a11ow the model to simulate

drying up to November 15 regardless of grain condition. This was

done so data for both top-1ayer and bin-average drying strategies

could be compiled from one simulation.

An operating system command file was used to automate the

execution of thousands of simulations. The actual number of runs

r,vere the number of weather years squared, t imes the number of

combinations of scenarios (i.e 2B*28x3)<2*2 = 9408 simulations).

The function of the command file was to manipulaLe da|a files and

execute FORTRAN files when required, The algorithm used for
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TABLE 3.1 Parameters input to the near-equilibrium model that
was used to simulate continuous near-ambient ventilation of
wheat .

Number of convection layers 10
Time increment during

forced convection 3 h
Initial storage temperature Average of previous

24-hour ambient
temperatures plus

lä.r", 
(minimun or

Spoilage index L.46
"bry" moisture content (% wet basis) Low value (LO%)a

1 00%Fan and motor efficiency
Specif ic heat of wheatn (J/(kg;"6¡ ¡ L75O
Density of wheat (kglm') 77O

aA moisture content well below the required market "dry" leve1 of
14.5% was chosen to al1ow simulation of drying up to November 15
regardless of grain condition. Post-processing of one simulation
output file could then be used to calculated both the time at
which the top layer dried to 15.5% and the time at which the bulk
was average-dried to 14.5% moisture content.
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start : for all HARVEST-DATES={Aug15,Septl,Septl5},
INITIAL_MOISTURE_CONTENTS={ 1B%,2O%}, and
BED_DEPTHS={ 3 . 65m, 7 . 30m}

loopl : f or all WEATHER-YEARS={ 1953. . 1980Ì
- predict the time required to dry the top
layer of a bulk of wheat using continuous
ventilation, near-equilibrium drying model

save the time the drying front passes
through each layer

endloop

1oop2: for all WEATHER-YEARS=i1953..1980)

parrl: ror "1":tlåi:i;'3;iiiå up ro LA'ER using
times calculated in "1ooPl"
f or al l \ryEATHER_yEARS={ 1953. . 1980}

parL2: comPlete drying simulation
started in "partl" up to Nov. 15

save the time to drying each
layer to 15.5%, the time to
average-dry the bulk to L4.5f", and
the spoilage index in the toP laYer

Î"31i31t".. to average spoitase index in
the top Layer from all simulations in
"part2"

endLoop
endloop

end: endloop

FIGURE 3.1 - Algorithm used to stochastically generate results
for drying bins of wheat stored under various scenarios.
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generating results for different grain drying scenarios can be

seen in Figure 3.1. The command files themselves are generated

by a FORTRAN program. A different grain drying model could be

substituted if desired with only a few modifications.

3.3 Location of drying front in simulated bins of wheat

The moisture front was considered to be in a layer when the

layer moisture content first fell below 15.5%. The value of

15.5% moisture content was chosen instead of the actual "dry"

moisture content of 14.5% because preliminary results showed that

in a few years all moisture contents did not "bottomed out" below

14.5%. For example, the moisture content bottomed-out at 13%

after 10 d of drying, and then increased to 15% during 20 to 35 d

of drying for wheat stored August 15, L956, aL 18% moisture

content in a 3.65 m deep bed (Figure 3.2). Inspection of the

simulated moisture contents of all layers during the poor drying

years indicated that selecting a moisture content close to 14.5%

was reasonable because rewetting rarely went above 15.5% for more

than a few days (Figures 3.3 - 3.6). The weather during the fa1l

of 1968 was very poor for drying and the bottoming-out moisture

content rarely went below 15.0% (Figure 3.7). The drying front

reference moisture content was not meant to include this drying

year.

The "noise" near the bottoming-out 1evel could interfere

with the recording of the times the drying front was within each

1ayer. As we11, the deceleration in rate of moisture removal as

the bottoming-out moisture content is reached in a particular
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layer was a concern. Ideal1y, a moisture content between the

initial harvest 1eve1 and the bottoming-out 1eve1 should be used

as the reference moisture content for determining the location of

the drying front. That is, a reference level through which the

moisture contenù quickly drops is preferred.

If a lower aírflow rate was simulated. i.e. for less than

100% probability of drying, then the bottoming-out moisture

content would be slishtly higher because of the reduced energy

transfer from the fan and motor to the ventilation air. For

example, Figure 3.Ba shows a bottoming-out moisture content of

14% after 10 d of drying in a system with an airflow rate having

a LOO% probability of drying by November 15 but only L5% afler 10

d of drying in a drying system with an airflow rate having only a

90% probability of drying the bulk by November 15. This higher

bottoming-out moisture content will have to be considered when

determining the reference leve1 for defining the drying front in

non-design scenarios.

3,4 Applícation of weather data

stochastically generate synthetic weather daLa. For each of the

28 years, drying was completed up to a particular layer (3rd, 4tl:^

or sth). Then completion of drying from this particular layer to

the 10th layer was simulated with the weather data for the

remaining days from each of the 28 years. Statistical tests

Historical weather data for 28 years were used to

discussed in the Literature Review were applied to the historical

weather data to test the validity of "splicing" weather daLa from
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trvo years in this manner.

Sixteen years of historical weather data ( 1960-65, L967 ,

1968 and L97O-77) were used to determine the serial correlation

coefficient.s for temperature and relat,ive humidity. The amount

of clustering was also determined, Only 16 years were used

because these c/ere the only years for which precipitation data

were available.
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4.

Results and Discussion

1 [teather model1 ing

A stochastic weather model for temperature and relative

humidity was not available (Section 2.5.2), to perform a

sufficient number of grain drying simulations. The 28 years of

historical weather data would not sufficiently define the

variability in grain drying times. Therefore, a method was

required which could generate many synthetic weather years. The

stochastic weather model described by Richardson (1981) could be

used if the observed weather could be described by the first-

order autoregressive mode1. The methods discussed in Section 2.5

were used to determine if observed weather for }Vinnipeg were

similar to with the first-order mode1.

There was a strong, positive serial correlation for minimum

and maximum temperatures (0.485 and 0.538' respectively), and a

moderate serial correlation for minimum and maximum relative

humiditíes (0.357 and 0.30O, respectively). The observed serial

correlations for dry bulb temperature compared well with the

serial correlations predicted by the first-order model for I- and

2-day lags; however, the observed comelation coef f icients were

larger than expected for lags greater lhan 2 days (Figure

4.Ia,b). (Box and Jenkins (L976) defined the statistical term

"lag-k" to be the correlation of day i with day i+k.) The

differences between the observed temperature correlations and

those predicted by the first-order model were similar to that of

Richardson (1981) Richardson, however, observed correlations
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lower than the first-order model correlations.

The observed serial correlations for relative humidity did

not compare well with the correlations predicted by the first-

order model (Figure 4.lc,d). The first-order model implies that

the weather for day i is only a function of the previous day i-l

(Box and Jenkins, L976). The observed serial correlations

indicated that weather was a function of more than one previous

day. A second-order linear autocorrelation model compared well

with the observed serial correlations. Higher-order models were

not tested.

Therefore, weather in Winnipeg for a given day in the fal1

was a function of the weather on the two previous days (i.e.

second-order). The model of Richardson (1981) could not be

applied because it required the weather for a given day to be a

function of the weather on the previous day (i.e. first-order).

Instead, a method was needed to generate synthetic weather using

the available weather data.

"Splicing" of historical weather data was used to generate

2Bo, or 784, synthetic weather years from 28 years of historical

weather data. That is, the 28 weather years were used to

simulate drying up to a particular 1ayer, and then the 28 years

of historical weather data E'ere used to simulate the remainder of

the drying for each of the 28 cases. From the point of view of

the grain storage manager, each synthetic weather year is a

possible weather year, even though the simulation is completed in

two steps. Because the simulated grain drying times tvere on the
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order of tens of days in length, then weather daLa for two years

could be added to one another to create a new weather year. It

is believed that any errors in simulation results introduced

because of the data splicing were smal1 because simulations were

generally greater t,han 20 days in length. This method may not be

applicable to simulations of only a few days in length as the

effect of any discontinuity of weather at the time of the

"sp1ice" is unknown.
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4.2

4.2

Stochastic nodelling of grain drying

.1 Format of data presentation

The results of the stochastic modelling are presented in

several similar graphs. The horizontal-axis indicates the time

required after harvest for the drying front to reach the 3rd or

sth layer (eS. Figure 4.2). The times required for the drying

front to reach a parficular layer vrere used to develop a

cumulative density function (c.d.f. ) in Part (b) of the figures.

The vertical-axis in Part (a) of the figures indicates the time

from date of harvest required for the drying front to reach the

top of the bulk. Each column of '+' contains 28 final drying

tirnes in which the initial drying was simulated with the same

weather year. If a simulation did not complete drying by

November 15, then it is not included in Part (a).

Shown in Part (b) for each of the times for the drying front

to reach the specified layer is the fraction of simulations dried

by November 15, the fraction of simulations that predicted

spoilage before drying was completed, and the average a11owable

storage time elapsed (ASTE) of the top layer when drying is

completed. An ASTE of 1.0 indicates that the degree of spoilage

has become unacceptable. Inspection of simulation results for

bulks initially dried with the same weather year indicated

variation in ASTB for the top layer was approximately O.1.

therefore, the average ASTE for the top layer is given because

the variation was not large.

No spoilage was predicted in any of the simulations because
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the maximum allowable spoilage index was increased by a factor of

1.5 as recommended by Sanderson et al. (1989). Of all scenarios

tested, the largest ASTE calculated was O.7, therefore, the

predicted spoilage index was O.7x1.5 = 1.05. (ASTE is defined in

Section 2.4.3 as the predicted spoilage divided by the maximum

a1lowable spoilage index i.e. the spoilage index is normalized).

If the maximum a11owab1e spoilage index had not been increased

from 1.0, then spoilage would have been predicted in some

s imul at i ons .

Percentile lines were added to show the distribution of the

final drying times. The percentile lines were incremented by 20

percentiles from 0 to 100 percentile. The percentile lines

incremented by 20 were not labelled. Other percentile lines (90

and 97) that are not a multiple of 20 were labelled. Percentile

lines were determined by collecting data into bins no greater

than 5 d in width. A minimum of 3 columns of dala per bin was

the criterion for calculating percentile rantes; therefore,

percentile ranges were not determined for regions with sparsely

distributed data.

In some of the figures (Figure 4.2) the time to dry for the

unspliced years (one data point in each column) is indicated by a

solid circle. For each set of drying conditions, i.e. for each

graph, these drying times for actual, unspliced, years were

distributed throughout the ful1 range of variability. The

distribution of the 28 historical weather years compared well

with the percentile ranges suggesting that the synthetic weather
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simulations were not unreasonable.

4.2.2 Sensitivity to weather conditlons

(c.d.f.) in the time required to dry up to a particular layer.

For example, wheat stored on August 15 at 18% moisture content in

a 3.65 m deep bed (Figure 4.2b), required 10 to 38 days for the

drying front fo reach layer 5, with 86% of the simulations

between 10 and 2L days. The mean and standard deviation of time

for the drying front to reach layer 5 was 17.8 d and 5.8 d,

respectively. As we11, the t,ime required to dry the top layer

was also skewed (i.e. 28 drying times '+' within a column in

Figure 4.2a) .

Results indicated a skewed cumulative density function

The skewness in drying times can be attributed to several

factors. The historical weather daLa used in this study includes

the years 1965 and 1968, which u/ere poor drying years. The rate

of the drying during periods of poor drying was slower than the

mean rate but t,he rate of drying during good drying periods was

limited. Therefore, losses in drying time were not be regained

aL a later period (Figure 4.3).

The weather during the period of initial drying (i.e. drying

of the first 5 layers) has a significant effect on the range of

final drying times. The variable moisture contents and

temperatures of all layers affect subsequent drying times. For

example, if initial drying was simulated with weather year L973

(aL 16 d on the horizontal-axis in Figure 4.2), then all final

drying times were in the 0 to 60 percentile range. That is, even
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when drying of layers 6 to 10 were simulated with weather during

the poor drying year L968, the final drying times were below the

60th percentile. (This can be seen more clearly in Figure 4.4

which is an enlargement of a portion of Figure 4.2a).

The categorization of historical weather data as "good",

"average" or "poor" drying weather can be done after-the-fact.

However, the grain storage manager has no a priori knowledge of

changes in weather conditions. An att,empt by the grain storage

manager to categorize a weather year as "good", "average" or

"poor" at the beginning of the drying process would likely not

produce meaningful results because weather could change

dramatically in a few days. Only after a significant portion of

the drying has been completed, half the grain bed for example, an

attempt might be made to categorize the weather year because the

variability in final drying time would be reduced.

discouraged. The "average" weather yearr âs used by Kitson ef

aI. (L99L) , was a set of synthetic weather conditions for each

hour averaged for several years. Although a typical year may be

used for preliminary comparative studies of different drying

systems, a stochastic approach would identify the beneficial and

detrimental extremes of drying systems. Performance of drying

systems may be quit,e different during extreme weather conditions

than during average weather conditions.

Using a "typical" or "average" weather year should be

Results presented in this and the following sections are

representative of the results generated for this study. Result,s
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not included in Section 4 can be found in Appendix 4.2.
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4.2.3 Sensitivity of top-layer drying t,imes to amount of

initial drying

The varíability in time to dry the top layer to L5.5%

moisture content decreased as the drying front approached the top

of the bulk (Figures 4.2 and 4.5). That is, the greater the

amount of initia1 drying, the less the "fanout" of final drying

times. For wheat stored August 15 in a 3.65 m bed at tB%

moisture content, if the drying front had progressed to layer 3,

then the time to dry the top layer could be estimated to occur

within a 25 d range (i.e. the maximum vertical distance between 0

and 100 percentile lines al any initial drying time in Figure

4.5), If the drying front had progressed to layer 5 in 25 d or

less, then the time of final drying could be estimated to occur

within a 15 d range (Figure 4.2).

progressed to layer 5 in 25 d or longer, then final drying could

only be estimated within a 40 d range.

4.2.4 Sensitivity of top-layer drying time to initial drying

condlt ions

variability in final drying times from 20 d Lo 10 d because of

the different airflow rates used to dry the grain (Figures 4.6

and 4.7). The objectives and recommendations for drying grain

differ with harvest date. Early harvests are susceptible to

rapid spoilage because of warm grain temperatures, and t,he grain

must therefore be dried quickly. Recommended airflow rates for

September 15 assume drying must be completed by November 15 which
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limits the variability in final drying time despit.e the low risk

of spoilage. The highest airflow rates are used for Septernber 15

harvest dates. Increased airflow rates caused increased

temperature rises of the ventilation air (Table 4.L) which also

tended to reduce the drying time.

indicat,ed reduced variability in final drying time for increasing

bed depth (Figures 4.2 and 4.8). The calculated temperature rise

of the ventilation air as it passed over the fan and motor

increased with increasing depth (Table 4.L). Rewetting vras less

in the deeper beds than in shallower beds because of the

increased temperature and drying potential of the ventilation

a ir.

Comparison of scenarios differing only by bed depth

variability in f inal drying times (Figures 4.2 and 4.9). lTheat

Increasing the initial storage moisture content reduced the

with a high moisture content must be dried more rapidly than

wheat n'ith a 1ow moisture content to avoid spoilage; this is

reflected in the recommended airflow rates (Table 4.L). The

calculated temperature rise of the ventilation aír increased with

increasing airflow rate (Table 4.1). The mean drying rate

increases with higher airflows recommended for increased bed

depth or increased moisture content.

The predicted temperature rises of the ambient air as it

passed over the fan and motor were large for a few scenarios.

Although no fornal comparison rvas made, calculated temperature

rise for most scenarios was within the range of observed
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TABLE 4,I - Predicted temperature rise ('C) of inlet ventilation
air as it passes over the fan and motor. Fundamental
thermodynamic principles were used to determine the
temperature rise. Also shown in p¿renthesis are the
reconmended airflow rates ((L/s)/nt) of Huminicki and
Friesen (1987) for 100% probability of wheat drying by
November 15 at Winnipeg, Canada.

Moisture Bed
content depth
[% w.b. ] [m]

18 3.65
18 7.30
20 3.65
20 7.30

Predicted temp. rise IoC]

August 15 September 1 September 15

0.s (10¡ 0.6 (rz¡ 1.7 (28)
2.3 (10) 2.e (12) 7.s (28)
1.0 (2O) 0. B ( ls) 2.O (32)
4.3 (2O) 3.7 (1s) B.B (32)
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temperature increases for typical ventilation equipment

(Huminicki et â1. , 1986). The minimum temperature rise for
commercially avaj.lable ventilation equipment was typically
greater than 1.00C. Therefore, the calculated temperature rise

for a few scenarios in this study were likely too low. The large

temperature rise predicted for a few scenarios could not be

compared with observed values for commercial- ventilation

equipment because the design software of Huminicki et a1. (1986)

was not a1low for sinulation of wheat bulks as deep as those used

in this study. The design software of Humnicki et aL. does not

allow for in-line placing of fans in series to overcome large

static pressures.

The above results should be interpreted carefully. The

results are not meant to encourage high moisture content

harvests, or harvesting late in the fal1. The recommended

airflow rates are based on a constant temperature rise but for

this study t,he recommended airflow rates were used with a varying

temperature rise. This tends to leave one with the impression

that the drying systems were poorly designed, However, it is

expected there will be poorly designed systems in use by grain

storage managers. Therefore, the scenarios tested for this study

are not unlikely and would correspond to the drying systems

designed using Huminicki and Friesen (L987).

In general, the amount of variability in the scenarios is
determined by the recommended airflow rates and t,he total bed

depth. Because it is assumed for this study t,hat the grain
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storage manager is using recommended aírflow rates, control of

variability can be made through controlling the total bed depth.

In other words, if the equipment is avaílable, bins could be

filled to the eaves for increased accuracy in predicting final

drying times but aL the increased cost of fan size and operation

costs.

4,2. 5 Average-bin drying

drying was unpredictable.

lhe dafa generated for this study indicated average-bin

to average-dry a bulk of wheat (Figure 4.IOa) was large compared

with time to dry the top layer (Figure 4.2a). For the average-

dry scenario the time to dry layer 5 to I5.5% moisture content

was used rather than the time to average-dry the bottom 5 layers.

Fluctuating moisture contents in all layers resulted in a

large variability in final drying times. Although the top layer

of a bulk might have reached the dry leve1, p€riods of hish

ambient relative humidity caused rewettins of the bottom layers,

increased time required to average-dry and reduced the number of

simulations which dried before November 15. For wheat in a 3.65

m bed initially at 18% moisture content on August 15 or September

1, many of the weather years used for drying layers 1 to 5 did

not affect the time required to average-dry when the remainder of

the drying was completed with the poor drying weather of Lg65 and

L977 (i.e. the two horizontal rows of '+' in Figure 4.10a), That

In most scenarios, variability in time

is, the equilibrium moisture content for the most of the fal1

drying period for the years 1965 and 1977 was above 14.5% and the
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time to average-dry depended on the equilibrium moisture content

to fall below 74.5% late in the fal1. After the drying front had

reached layer 5, the bot,tom layers were rewetted to greater than

L4.5% moisture content and remained at that level for most of the

fal1 dryin8 period.

Variability in time to average-dry in scenarios with

temperature rises greater than or equal t,o 3.70C were similar to

top-1ayer drying scenarios (Figure 4.LI compared with Figure

4.L2, both having a temperature rise of 3.70C). The increased

temperature rise of the ventilation air tended to overdry the

wheat and reduce the effect of rewetting. Moisture differentials

between the top and bottom layers were as great as 9 moisture

points for scenarios with temperature rises greater than 3.70C.

The probability of completing drying by November 15 using the

average-dry strategy was reduced for scenarios with a relatively

low temperature rise of the ventilation air (less than zoC)

because the lower layers were not as overdried as in scenarios

with higher temperature rises.

Although moving the grain may provide moderate mixing,

moisture content differentials are 1ikely to remain even after

bulks have been moved. Aeration can be used to reduce the risk

of spoilage but only during fa11 and winter. No literature was

found on the effectiveness of moving grain to another bin for the

purpose of removing moisture content differentials.

Given the unpredictability of average-bin drying in a large

number of the scenarios, average-bin drying is not an attractive
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grain drying method. Samples must be taken from several depths

and at relatively short time intervals (?days) if average bin

drying is to be successful. The large number of samples

required, coupled with the large time range in which samples

would be required, make average-bin drying labour and management

intens ive .
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5 l[anagement guidelines for operating drying equipment

5.1 Honitoring the progress of the drying front

grain storage manager would have knowledge about possible future

occurrences regarding a particular drying situation. An example

will be given below which will show how the results might be used

by a grain storage manager to aid in the operation of a drying

system.

By using results presented in the previous section, the

The way in which the results in the previous section were

presented may not be well suited for everyday use by grain

storage managers. The results might be presented to the grain

storage manager in a simpler form (Tab1e 5.1).

Suppose a grain storage manager has stored 18% moisture

content wheat on August 15 in a 3.65 m bed. Also suppose the

manager is removing grain samples from the bulk to monitor the

progress of t,he drying front. On the day of storage, the

guidelines would tel1 the manager that the best possible drying

tine would be 22 d while the worst would be B0 d (Figure 4.2a or

column A3 in Table 5.14). The manager would also know there was

no risk of spoilage and the grain would dry by November 15

(Figure 4.2b or colunn A4 and A5).

The next step for the grain storage manager would be to

determine the best time to take samples from the grain bulk.

From the c.d.f. of time for the drying front to reach layer 3

(Figures 4.5b), the manager can see 9O% of all cases require 5 to

15 d for the drying front to reach layer 3, with the other 1O% of
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ÎABLE 5.1 - Guidelines for estinating tine when the drying front will pass
through the top of a bulk wheat stored at 18% moisture content on August
15 in a 3.65-m deep bed in lïinnipeg. The drying front is defined as
having a 15.5% moisture content.

I If wheat has just been harvested, then recommended sampling is aL 2.6, 2.2
and 1.8 m fron the top surface 10 to 14 d after storage to determine the
location of the drying front. Sampling in this time range ensures the drying
front is at or below the midpoint of the bulk (1.8 m below the top surface),
as seen by times in column 82. l

A) Drying front 2.6 n below the top surface

A1
Time for
drying
front to
reach 2.6 n
from top
surface

A2
% of the
time drying
front
detected at
time in
frAl rl

14Lo32d
12 to L4
I0 to L2
9to10
Bto 9
5to ð

B) Drying front 1.8 m below the top surface

A3
Estimated time
after harvest
for top-layer
dried to 15.5%

B1
Previous
rating

10
10
20
20
20
20

Percentile
0 90 97 LOl

82
Time for
drying
front to
reach 2,6 n
from top
surface

A4
%of
time
dried
by
Nov.
fq

33 B0
JU Jl J5 J/
30 47 50 55
29 44 51 57
27 42 46 50
22 40 44 47

A5
%of
time
spoiled
before
dried

6

¿s
z4
¿3
>2
)1

83
% of the
time drying
front
detected at
time in
ttB2tl

A6
Perforuance
rating

25to39d
2O to 25
18 to 20
16 to 18
14 Lo L6
10 to 14

100
100
100
100
100
100

w
Estinated time
after harvest
for top-layer
dried to 15.5%

0
0
0
0
0
0

6 poor

A

3 average
2
1 good

10
10
20
20
20
20

Percentile
0 90 97 100

85
%of
time
dried
by
Nov.
15

4s 82
36 55 60 82
32 46 48 53
30 47 44 47
27 38 42 45
22 37 40 43

B6
%of
time
spoiled
before
dried

87
Revised
rating

100
100
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
0
0

82

6 poor
J
4
3 ave.
a

I good



all cases requiring up to 32 d. A range of 5 to L4 d for 9A% of

all cases can be determined from the t,abular guidelines (columns

A1 and A2). The time for the drying front, to reach layer 5 for

9O% of all cases would be 10 to 25 d after harvest (Figure 4.2b

or columns 81 and B2). For 100% of all cases, the time for the

drying front to reach layer 5 would be 10 to 39 d after harvest.

The best time and locations for the manager to take grain samples

to determine the location of the drying front would be 10 to 15 d

after harvest in layers 3, 4 and 5. The drying front should be

detected in layers 3, 4 or 5 aL that time because the drying

front would not have pro8ressed past layer 5 after 10 to 14 d

(column BZ). If the drying front is not detected in layers 3, 4

or 5, then the drying performance is poor (90 to 100 percentile

range for times in column A1).

Once the location of the drying front is known, the manager

can gauge the drying performance thus far. Suppose the time

required for the drying front to reach layer 3 v*¡as L2 days. The

c.d.f. of time to reach layer 3 (Figure 4.5b) would indicate that

the drying progress is slower than average because the c.d.f.

would indicate BO% of all cases would have better times. The

estimated time to dry the top layer would be 30 to 55 d after

harvest. The tabular guidelines would rate drying performance as

average-to-poor (column A6) and estimate the final drying time aL

30 to 60 d af t,er harvest .

The manager could use the performance informat,ion to set the

next sampling date. If t,he drying performance is poorer than
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average, then the time the drying front would reach layer 5 would

also be less than average because the drying time lost during

poor drying periods could not be regained during good drying

periods. Assuming the drying performance to be in the worst 2A%

of all cases, the graphical guidelines would indicate that, the

next sampling time might be 20 to 39 d after harvest (i.e. times

corresponding to c.d.f. > 0.8 in Figure 4.2b). Sampling 21 to 25

dafterharvestmightbemorereasonab1e(i.e.0.B(c.d.f.<

0.9, or column Bl). Knowledge of the time at which the drying

front reached Layer 5 would narrow the possible range of final

drying times to within 10 d if the manager was to consider 9O% of

all cases (i.e. the 0 to 90 percentile lines in Figure 4.2a), or

within 15 d if considering 97% of all cases. The tabular

guidelines would estimate the time of final drying to be 35 to 85

d after harvest (column 84).

5.2 Presentation of operationaL guidelines

The above example illustrates how t,he operational guidelines

might be presented in a graphical or tabular format.. In either

the graphical or tabular presentation, the interpretation of the

information requires some ski1l. The interpretation of the

result.s may be better carried out by an expert system. The

number of possible drying system designs would likely warrant the

use of a computer program because the number of figures or tables

could become unmanageable.

5.3 Xonitoring the noisture content of the top of t,he bulk

Suppose the grain storage manager described in the previous
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section decided not to monitor the progress of the drying front

but instead sampled the grain near the top surface of the bu1k.

the operational guidelínes would estimate t,he final drying time

to be 20 to B0 d after harvest, which would be the same

information obtained from GRAINB9. Using the same example

scenario as above, the grain storage manager would determine the

range of final drying tines to be greater than 20 d. Monitoring

the moisture cont.ent at the top of the bulk could begin after 20

d. The manager would also know there would be zero risk of

spoilage, the ASTE would be low, and the bulk would dry by

November 15.

moisture content would be less labour intensive than monitoring

t,he progress of t,he drying front. Monitoring the progress of the

drying front in the exanple discussed in the previous section

would require possibly 5 sampling dates, assuming 2 sample dates

are for detecting the date on which the drying front reached

layers 3 and 5, and 3 sampling dates in the range of estimated

final drying times. Assuming the manager was going to monitor

the top layer moisture content by taking samples every 5 days, a

minimum of 4 samples would be required 20, 25, 30 and 35 d after

harvest if the bulk was to dry by day 35, and a maximum of 13

samples if the final drying time was to be B0 d after harvest.

The number of samples required for monitoring the progress of the

drying front in the bulk would remain relatively low and stable,

while the number of samples required if measuring only the top-
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layer moisture content could vary greatly.
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6 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made based on the results

of this study in which continuous ventilation of wheat using

recommended airflow rates for Winnipeg, Canada, were simulated:

(1) Provided that the simulated period of grain drying is

more than ten days, drying simulations can be carried

out using historical weather daLa from one weather year

for an initial portion of the drying simulation and a

second weather year for the remaining portion of the

símu1ation. This technique of "splicing" historical

weather data is valid for Winnipeg, Canada, because the

weather of a part icular day is a function of no more

than the weather of the two previous days.

(2) Provided that recommended airflow rates are used,

variability in the time for the drying front to reach a

particular imaginary layer is sensitive to airflow

rates recommended for particular moisture contents, bed

depths, and harvest dates. Increasing the airflow rate

for increased bed depth, moisture content, or delaying

harvest to September 15 reduces the variability in

estimating the final drying time. Although the grain

storage manager has no control over the harvest date

and harvest moisture content, bed depth can be used to

reduce the amount of variability in estimating the

final drying t,ime but aL the cost of increased fan size

and energy consumption.
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(3) By monitoring the time aL which the drying front

reaches the midpoint of the bulk, ârl accurate estimate

of the final drying time can be made. Operational

guidelines have been developed which can be used to

estimate within 10 d or less the time at which the

drying front would reach the top of a bulk of wheat.

(4) For most near-ambient drying scenarios, the time for

the bulk to reach an average moisture content of L4.5%

cannot be accurately estimated. An accurate estimate

of when the bulk is average-dríed can be made when the

temperature increase of the ventilation air is a

significant,ly increased. The larger temperature rise

rewetting in the bottom layers of grain during periods

of hieh ambient relative humidity.

(5) Stochastic analysis has shown there is a maxi¡num rate

of drying for each drying scenario and that when losses

in drying time occur during periods of "poor" drying,

the time lost cannot be recovered when periods of

"good" drying fol1ow periods of "poor" drying.

(6) The variability in the time to dry the top layer was

sensitive to the drying performance in the bottom

portion of the bulk. It is suggested that the use of a

"typical" or "average" weather year in simulation

studies of grain drying systems be discouraged because

weather conditions are variable from year-to-year.

Therefore, simulated behaviour of grain drying systems
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may be better studied using stochasfic analysis.

(7) Near-ambient grain drying systems may be poorly

designed because current recommendations for airflow

rates are based on a constant temperature rise.

Temperature rise of the ventilation air íncreased with

airflow rates recommended for increasing bed depth and

moisture content, which increased the moisture carrying

capacity of the ventilation air.

Future work is needed to evaluate a wider range of grain

drying scenarios, particularly non-design scenarios. Operational

guidelines using temperature rises of ventilation air from actual

fan tests should be developed. Ä,1so, design practices should be

revised to include actual temperature rises. This study

considered temperature rises calculated with a "generic"

temperature rise model but were not compatible with the

recommended airflow rates of Huminicki and Friesen (L987).

software developed for this study can be used by future

researchers to develop t,hese guidelines.

The value of the guidelines t,o grain storage managers should

be investigated. It ç,ould be worthwhile knowing current drying

practices so guidelines could be provided for those practices.

A1so, managers should be consulted as to whether the guidelines

should be available in tabular or graphical form, and whether in

a handbook ot a computer program.

The
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APPENDIX 4.1 Calculation of tenperature rise of inlet

this section outlines the steps taken in Metzger and Muir's

(1983) near-equilibrium grain drying nodel to calculate the

temperature rise of the ventilation air as it passes over the fan

and motor.

ventilation air as it passes over the fan and

notor.

Assuming the following is given for a cylindrical grain

storage bin:

AFR airflow rate l(L/s)/n31 ,

V volume of the grain mass [t3],

eff fan and motor efficiency [],

Panb ambient air pressure IPa] ,

Tanb ambient dry bulb temperature [K],

d depth of the grain bed [m],

A area of the bin floor [*2]

then the total airflow

AF=AFR*V lL/sl

and the air velocity
p= 

^F 
/ A t(L/s)/^21

can be calculated.

Fron the air velocity, F, the pressure drop per unit depth

can be calculated using the equation

dpd = 2.6*(pl'tl) tPa/nl

which is based on published data (Anon., 1987) describing the

resistance of airflow per unit depth for wheat at LL% moisture
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content. The equation is valid for relati

w.b.). For higher moisture content wheat

equilibrium relative humidity) only B0% of

drop should be used. This is not included

rise model.

P-dP¿nd

which can be used to calculate the

the static pressure

W' = P v'/eff

The pressure drop for the bed can be calculated by

where v' is tot,al f an airf 1ow Iro3/=] .

calculated from the airflow rate, AFR,

grain mass, V.

vely dry wheat (LL%

(greater than 85%

The change in ambient air temperature due to change in

pressure can be calculated from fundamental thermodynamic

principles and the loss of energy from the fan and motor.

the indicated pressure

in the temperature

Assuming the air to be an ideal gas undergoing an isentropic,

adiabatic process (Van Wylen and Sonntag, 1978), then the change

fan power required

in tenperature is defined as
t, _l Iþ(Pl/Panb)o'/o = Tt/Tuo¡

where k=L.4, which is the specific heat ratio for air. The

contribution in temperature rise from the fan and motor can be

calculated from

INt m/s]

The total airflow can be

and the volume of the

IPa ]

Tequip = W'(l-eff ) / (density

where the density for air is L.2 lke/n

air is I .004*10-3 lJ / (ke*K ) I .
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APPENDIX 4.2 Summary of Results

This section contains results from scenarios simulated for

this study which are not included in Section 4. Not included aîe

the results for drying where the transition in weather took place

at layer 3 and 4. That is, only results in which initial drying

was up to layer 5 are included in this section.
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FIGURE A2.1 - Estimated time for the top of a bulk of wheat
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FTGURE A2.B Estimated time for the average moisture content
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(L/s)/mr of near-ambient air to dry to 14.S% moisture
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The calculated temperature rise of the ventilation air was
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FIGURE 42.70 - Estimated time for the average moisture content
of a bulk of wheat stored in Winnipeg on August 15 at LB%
moisturç content in a 7.30-m deep bed ventilated with 10
(L/s)/m' of near-ambient air to dry to L4.5% moisture
content given the time the drying front reached layer 5.
The calculated temperature rise of the ventilation air was
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FIGURE 42.12 - Estimated time for the average moisture content
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